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JAMES JOYCE, && -'" Born in Dublin, educated in Jesuit colleges then at University College, James Augustine Aloysius Joyce was an Irishman to the backbone. Yet, as was often the case with the Irish writers, he spent his life as an expatriate. While staying for a time in Paris, he discovered French symbolist poetry and is said to have found the model of the interior monologue in a French novel of the late eighties. At the age of , he left Ireland, in hatred of the bigotry of Irish Catholicism, with Nora Barnacle with whom he was to spend the rest of his life. He returned only three times to Ireland for brief visits. He was an excellent linguist and earned his living teaching languages in Trieste, then in Zurich, and 9nally settled in Paris. Joyce’s relationships with his motherland were always di;cult and tense, and he always had great troubles in publishing his works. He began his literary career with writing poems and short stories and was greatly helped in his struggle against poverty by Ezra Pound and William Butler Yeats. He pushed his work among hardships and enmities in need and solitude and managed to have his 9rst novel, considered to be autobiographical, A Portrait of the Artis as a Young Man published serially in an English literary review The Egois in '". Eight years later, his major work Ulysses was published in Paris by Sylvia Beach because banned elsewhere as immoral and even obscene. Hailed as the “greatest novel of the th century” or condemned as “the foulest book ever printed”, it revolutionised the art of novel-writing and illustrated the use of the interior monologue. Built as a musical composition, following the pattern of Homer’s Odyssey, it tells of the events of one day, June $, '" in the life of several chara?ers. In fa? the real chara?er of the book, as Michel Butor says in his Essai sur les Modernes, is the language itself, an idiom inclusive of all levels of speech and many foreign loans. This experimentation on the nature of linguistic expression Joyce condu?ed even further to its extreme point of intelligibility in Finnegans Wake, on which he worked during & years, and which was written from ' ! to '!'and published serially as “Work in Progress” in literary reviews such as transition. Borrowing his material from % di8erent languages, including Irish, Joyce used what he called his “fermented words” as chemical elements meant to rea? on each other and create something close to musical arrangements. This “multivocal” produ? is unique in the history of written literature and is likely to remain so. Joyce, like Homer, became virtually blind. He died in Zurich in January '".
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